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Sept. 26, 2013

 top headlines
 Interim director 
Derron L. Bishop has been named
 interim director of the IU School of
 Medicine-Muncie.

 #MedMinute 
A new weekly video series features
 IUSM researchers who explain
 what they do in layman's terms.

 Special report 
The 11th Biennial Regenstrief
 Conference has produced a
 special supplement in the Journal
 of General Internal Medicine.

 editor’s picks
News to Use

 Mark Brothers award 
Jayakrishna Ambati, recipient of the
 2013 Mark Brothers Award, will
 speak Oct. 7.

Opportunities

 Art entries sought 
Submissions to the sixth annual
 IUSM Art Exhibition, "Scientific
 Inquiry, Artistic Expression," are
 due Oct. 2.

Grants

 Grants and awards 

features of the week

 story

Part of a tradition

Four teams of students, faculty and staff
 from the IU School of Medicine hit the water
 Sept. 21 at the fifth annual IUPUI Regatta, a
 canoe race on the downtown canal that has
 become a campus and community tradition.

 podcast

'Sound Medicine'

This week on "Sound Medicine," Jorge Jose,
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IUSM researchers earned about
 $9.4 million in grants and awards,
 excluding commercial projects, in
 July and August.

Kudos

 Hope on Wheels 
Three IUSM researchers have
 received a Hyundai Hope on
 Wheels grant for pediatric cancer
 research.

 faculty & staff spotlight
 Watanabe Scholars 
Two IUSM researchers have been
 named August M. Watanabe
 Translational Scholars.

 student spotlight
 Ready for the future 
IUPUI senior Emily Potts'
 experiences with IUSM and
 AMPATH inspired her desire to
 pursue a career in health care.

 vice president for research at IU, discusses
 a new computer-based tool developed by
 researchers at IU and Rutgers University to
 screen for autism in children. Other topics
 include a tutorial on osteoporosis and why
 "young invincibles" aren't signing up under
 the Affordable Care Act.

 events & lectures
Miles for Myeloma finish line
 celebration
09-28-2013

Free faculty and staff photo
 sessions
10-02-2013

IUSM Fall Faculty Meeting
10-03-2013

Hall Center for Law and Health
 Neuroscience Conference
10-04-2013

IU School of Medicine Calendar

IUSM Newsroom
News and headlines from Indiana University
 School of Medicine.

IUSM campus links
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